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In this issue we discuss the challenges of grief and what
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How to Honor and Celebrate Your Loved One
How
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objects,
Most framing establishments like Michaels or Hobby Lobby are able to help with this.
◊◊ Favorite clothing and other items can be remade into quilts, teddy bears, pillows and table
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asParty
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◊◊ Turn a signature (for example “love mom” from a card) or a thumbprint into a necklace.
Most
jewelry“love
stores
can accommodate
like: Sweet into
Jewelry
in Old Town, 517.267.7600.
◊◊ Turn a signature (for
example
mom”
from a card) orthis
a thumbprint
a necklace.
Most jewelry stores can accommodate this like: Sweet Jewelry in Old Town, 517.267.7600.
◊◊ Create jewelry from favorite items that belonged to your loved one. A great resource is
Kathy at Absolute Gallery in Old Town Lansing, 517.482.8845.
◊◊ Create jewelry from favorite items that belonged to your loved one. A great resource is
Kathy at Absolute Gallery in Old Town Lansing, 517.482.8845.
◊◊ Create a memory garden or a fairy garden to spend time in. Decorate rocks, stencil a poem
on a rock and/or plant trees in their honor. Local nurseries and greenhouses can help with
◊◊ Create a memory garden or a fairy garden to spend time in. Decorate rocks, stencil a poem
planting ideas. A few places are Van Atta’s, Lansing Gardens, Cottage Gardens, or Christians
on a rock and/or plant trees in their honor. Local nurseries and greenhouses can help with
Greenhouse.
planting ideas. A few places are Van Atta’s, Lansing Gardens, Cottage Gardens, or Christians
Greenhouse.
◊◊ Have pictures or slides put onto to a DVD or CD. A great local resource is The Camera Shop
in Lansing 517.272.0027.
◊◊ Have pictures or slides put onto to a DVD or CD. A great local resource is The Camera Shop
in Lansing 517.272.0027.
◊◊ Duplicate photos to create a Memory Game to play with family and friends.
Photos can be processed online, or at local photo centers at drugstores, office supply store
or grocery store.
◊◊ Remember your loved one by listening to their/your favorite songs. Putting them all on a
disc or playlist together can make for a memory and/or gift option for family.

Getting Through the Holidays after the Loss of a Loved One
The first Thanksgiving, the first Christmas, the first
birthday and all other firsts without your loved one
may be very difficult. There is no way to avoid the
memories and the accompanying grief that these times
call up.

local hospice or funeral home. One of the best tools for
dealing with your grief is sharing with a fellow griever.
Grief partners honor each other’s right to mourn and
offer a quality of support that those inexperienced in
the death of a loved one cannot.

For most of us holidays are full of traditions: “We
always went to Mom’s on Thanksgiving.” “Harry
always decorated the tree and lit it on Christmas Eve.”
“We always went to Coral Gables on our anniversary
because she loved their bread pudding.” These
memories will forever be sacred AND painful. They
are signs that our relationship with our deceased loved
one was meaningful and real. They are signs that our
love does not end when a life ends.

~Ann
Hospice Social Worker

Holidays, like losses, cannot be avoided. Sometimes
our grief feels unbearable and we may try to escape
the pain. The key is to try to find a balance.
What is helpful for one may not be so for another. You
may want to experiment with different ways to cope
with the holidays; different ways to face the empty
chair, allowing your grief to be a part of the occasion.
Some people want to be alone. Some want to be with
someone they feel close to. You may want to start a
new ritual to acknowledge your loss and celebrate your
love that lives on. Something as simple as lighting a
candle and saying: “on this day I remember----------- and
give thanks for the time we had together.”
Whatever choices you make; remember to be kind to
yourself. Respect your needs. You may want to be with
others or you may want to be alone. Take note of what
feels right for you even if others make suggestions that
they think you should follow.
Honor where you are. This may be the year that you
don’t celebrate the holidays even though it seems
everyone else is in a joyful mood. This may be the
year you help serve Christmas dinner at a homeless
shelter, or just stay home and write a letter to your
loved one who is no longer with you.
Wherever you are on your grief journey, know that
there are others who are also dealing with losses. You
will find them in Grief Support Groups offered by your
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Out of the depths
and shadows from
the bottom of a pond, the lotus
emerges, untouched and unstained.
Representing the purity of the mind and soul,
the lotus flower is a powerful symbol of
peace, hope, transcendence and rebirth.
The lotus reminds us to strive through
difficulties and that beauty and light
can rise from the murky darkness.
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Donations
Online Donations
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